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With an effective telescope area of order 104 m2 for TeV neutrinos, a threshold near ∼50 GeV and a pointing
accuracy of 2.5 degrees per muon track, the AMANDA detector represents the first of a new generation of
high energy neutrino telescopes, reaching a scale envisaged over 25 years ago. We describe early results on the
calibration of natural deep ice as a particle detector as well as on AMANDA’s performance as a neutrino telescope.
1. INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY
The Antarctic Muon and Neutrino Detector
Array AMANDA is a multi-purpose instrument;
its science missions cover particle physics, astron-
omy and astrophysics, cosmology and cosmic ray
physics[1]. Its deployment creates new opportuni-
ties for glaciology[2]. The first-generation detec-
tor is designed to reach a relatively large telescope
area and detection volume for a neutrino thresh-
old not higher than 100GeV. This relatively low
threshold permits calibration of the novel instru-
ment on the known flux of atmospheric neutri-
nos. Its architecture has been optimized for re-
constructing the Cherenkov light front radiated
by up-going, neutrino-induced muons which must
be identified in a background of down-going, cos-
mic ray muons which are more than 105 times
more frequent for a depth of 1–2kilometer.
The status of the AMANDA project can be
summarized as follows:
• Construction of the first generation
AMANDA detector[3] was completed in the
austral summer 96–97. It consists of 300 op-
tical modules deployed at a depth of 1500–
2000 m; see Fig. 1. An optical module (OM)
consists of an 8 inch photomultiplier tube
and nothing else. OM’s have only failed
during deployment, at a rate of less than
3 percent.
• Data taken with 80 OM’s, deployed one
year earlier in order to verify the optical
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properties of the deep ice, have been anal-
ysed. We will present the results here. This
partially deployed detector will be referred
to as AMANDA-B4. Reconstructed up-
going muons are found at a rate consistent
with the expected flux of atmospheric neu-
trinos. The exercise shows that calibration
of the full detector on atmospheric neutri-
nos of approximately 100GeV energy and
above, is possible as we will show further on.
• First calibration of the full detector is now
completed and analysis of the first year of
data is in progress. Preliminary results
based on the analysis of 1 month of data
confirm the performance of the detector de-
rived from the analysis of AMANDA-B4
data. Events reconstructed as going up-
wards, like the one shown in Fig. 2, are
found, as expected.
As part of a research and development effort
preparatory to developing a kilometer-scale neu-
trino detector, we have deployed 3 strings, in-
strumented with 42 OMs between 1.3 and 2.4
kilometers; see Fig. 1. The strings deviated from
vertical by less than 1m over 2.4 km; see Fig. 3.
They also form part of an intermediate detector,
AMANDA II, which will extend the present tele-
scope by approximately an order of magnitude in
affective area for TeV energies. It will be com-
pleted in 99-00 with the addition of eight more
strings. The analogue signals made by photoelec-
tron pulses in the new OMs are transferred to the
surface over both twisted pair and fiber optic ca-
bles. The relative sharpness of the pulses at the
surface is compared in Fig. 4. Also, bright light
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Figure 1. The Antarctic Muon And Neutrino Detector Array (AMANDA).
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Event nr: 126379  Mode: LE           Scale: Lin
Electrical Channels
Before Cuts:  43 hit OMs,  44 hits
 After Cuts:  43 hit OMs,  44 hits  
      121 4
      335 7
      549 7
      764 3
      978 3
     1193
     1407 2
     1621 2
     1836 3
     2050 1
     2265 3
     2479 4
     2693 3
     2908
     3122
     3337 2
OM size is ADC.
11381<22331<33281<44230<55180<66130<77080<88030<
98980<109930<120880<131830<142780<153730<164680<175630<
No external geometry file open.
Using data file events-signal.1onE.01.rc.lev3.f2k.fix.
This is an MC event.
MC run nr: 0     
Created yr/dy: 0/0
The data file contains 1481 events.
The array consists of 10   strings.
                  and 302  OMs.
Tracks available:
    1 Muon (mu-)
    2 Delta (delta) 0
    3 Delta (delta) 0
    4 Delta (delta) 0
    5 e_pair (epair) 0
    6 Delta (delta) 0
    7 Delta (delta) 0
    8 e_pair (epair) 0
    9 e_pair (epair) 0
    10 e_pair (epair) 0
    11 Delta (delta) 0
    12 Delta (delta) 0
    13 e_pair (epair) 0
    Fitted Antimuon 1 (mu+)
    Fitted Antimuon 2 (mu+)
Currently displaying information for:
    1 Muon (mu-)
                   x       y       z
Vertex pos.  :   -97.2    92.7  -151.1  m
Stopping pos.:   122.4  -287.9   552.6  m
Direction    : 0.26465 -0.45876 0.84823
Length : 829.599976 m
Energy : 210.000000 GeV
Time   : 2070.199951 ns
Theta  :   148.00
Phi    :   120.00
Figure 2. Monte Carlo simulation of 100 GeV neutrino-induced muon track recorded in the completed
AMANDA detector.
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Figure 3. a) Progress in drilling: telemetry data
from the drill compare the deviation from verti-
cal. b) Excursions transverse to the vertical di-
rection are smaller than 1m over 2.4 km.
sources surrounding a pair of TV cameras were
lowered into the last hole. The resulting images
visually confirm the exceptional clarity of the ice
inferred from previous indirect measurements.
After a brief review of our results on the optics
of the ice, we will discuss muon track reconstruc-
tion and the status of the calibration of the de-
Figure 4. Time profile of the same single photo-
electron pulse after transmission over a twisted
pair (top) and fiber optic cable (bottom). The
signal is from an optical module deployed at a
depth of 1.7 km for strings 1 and 13.
tector on the flux of atmospheric neutrinos. We
will conclude with a brief description of the data
analysis of the first year of a data taken with the
completed detector.
2. OPTICS OF DEEP ICE
As anticipated from transparency measure-
ments performed with shallow strings above 1 km
depth[2] (see Fig. 1), ice is bubble-free at 1400–
1500 meters and below. The performance of
the AMANDA detector is encapsulated in the
event shown in Fig. 5. Coincident events between
AMANDA-B4 and the four shallow strings have
been triggered at a rate of 0.1Hz. Every 10 sec-
onds a cosmic ray muon is tracked over 1.2 kilo-
meters. The contrast in detector response be-
tween the strings near 1 and 2 km depths is strik-
ing: while the Cherenkov photons diffuse on rem-
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Figure 5a. Cosmic ray muon track triggered by
both shallow and deep AMANDA OM’s. Trigger
times of the optical modules are shown as a func-
tion of depth. The diagram shows the diffusion
of the track by bubbles above 1 km depth. Early
and late hits, not associated with the track, are
photomultiplier noise.
nant bubbles in the shallow ice, a straight track
with velocity c is registered in the deeper ice.
The optical quality of the deep ice can be as-
sessed by viewing the OM signals from a single
muon triggering 2 strings separated by 79.5m; see
Fig. 5b. The separation of the photons along the
Cherenkov cone is well over 100m, yet, despite
some evidence of scattering, the speed-of-light
propagation of the track can be readily identified.
The optical properties of the ice are quantified
by studying the propagation in the ice of pulses
of laser light of nanosecond duration. The arrival
times of the photons after 20 m and 40 m are
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Figure 5b. Cosmic ray muon track triggered by
both shallow and deep AMANDA OM’s. Trigger
times are shown separately for each string in the
deep detector. In this event the muon mostly trig-
gers OM’s on strings 1 and 2, which are separated
by 77.5 m.
shown in Fig. 6 for the shallow and deep ice[4].
The distributions have been normalized to equal
areas; in reality, the probability that a photon
travels 70 m in the deep ice is ∼107 times larger.
These critical results have been verified by the
deployment of nitrogen lasers, pulsed LED’s and
DC lamps in the deep ice; see Table 1. We have
established that ice is an adequate medium to do
neutrino astronomy. A comparison of the opti-
cal properties of ice, lake and ocean detectors is
summarized in Table 2.
Inter-string laser shots are also used to deter-
mine the geometry of the detector. In conjunction
with telemetry from the drill, the OMs have been
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Figure 6. Propagation of 510 nm photons indicate bubble-free ice below 1500 m, in contrast to ice with
some remnant bubbles above 1.4 km.
positioned with an absolute precision of better
than 1 meter. Mapping the detector has been by
far the most challenging aspect of the calibration
of this novel instrument. A precise knowledge of
the location of the optical sensors is crucial for
track reconstruction. Therefore, two completely
independent methods were developed for the fi-
nal determination of the geometry. One method
makes use of drill data. A variety of sensors are
installed in the drill to determine its speed and
direction during drilling. Every second a data
string is transmitted to the control system and
recorded. The analysis of this data provides the
first information about the string position. The
depth of the string is independently determined
with pressure sensors. The final positioning of
the strings is done with a laser calibration sys-
tem. Laser pulses (532 nm) are transmitted with
optical fibers to every optical module on strings
1–4, and to every second module on strings 5–
10. After the timing calibration is completed, the
laser calibration provides time of flight measure-
ments to determine the distances between strings
and a check on possible vertical offsets. More
than a hundred laser runs provide a large data
base, both to determine the geometry and to ver-
ify the timing calibration. Figure 7 shows laser
data from string 8 recorded on string 7, with the
results from a global fit to data from all 10 strings
plotted as a solid line. The vertical offset between
the strings from pressure sensor data was found to
be 0.9 m and the distance between them has been
determined to 29.9 m. The errors given in the fig-
ure are the statistical errors from the global fit.
The position error of the optical sensors is less
than 1 m, thus matching the time resolution of
7Table 1
Complementary tools used in the determination
of the optical properties of in-situ South Pole ice.
• surface YAG laser (410–600 nm) connected by
fiber optic to ∼ 300 diffuser balls
• 5 N2 lasers (337 nm) between 1300–2300 m
• pulsed LEDs (390, 450 nm)
• DC lamps
• DC beacons
• multiple radio antennas (150–300 m)
• 2 TV cameras to 2400 m
Table 2
Optical properties of South Pole ice at 1750m,
Lake Baikal water at 1 km, and the range of re-
sults from measurements in ocean water below
4 km.
(1700 m)
AMANDA BAIKAL OCEAN
attenuation ∼ 30 m ∼ 20 m 50–55 m
absorption 105± 10 m 20 m —
(refers to 335–400 nm 470 nm∗ 470 nm∗
peak value)
scattering 24± 2 m 150–300 m —
length
∗smaller for bluer wavelengths
the sensors.
3. RECONSTRUCTION OF MUON
TRACKS
The AMANDA detector was antecedently pro-
posed on the premise that inferior properties of
ice as a particle detector with respect to water
could be compensated by additional optical mod-
ules. The technique was supposed to be a factor
5∼10 more cost-effective and, therefore, competi-
tive. The design was based on then current infor-
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Figure 7. Shots of laserlight determine the dis-
tance and the vertical offset between strings.
mation[5] that the absorption length at 370 nm,
the wavelength where photomultipliers are max-
imally efficient, had been measured to be 8 m.
The strategy would have been to use a large num-
ber of closely spaced OM’s to overcome the short
absorption length. Muon tracks triggering 6 or
more OM’s were reconstructed with degree accu-
racy. Taking data with a simple majority trigger
of 6 OM’s or more, at 100Hz yielded an average
effective area of 104 m2, somewhat smaller for at-
mospheric neutrinos and significantly larger for
the high energy signals.
The reality is that the absorption length is
100m or more, depending on depth[2]. With such
a large absorption length, scattering becomes a
critical issue. The scattering length is 25–30 m
(preliminary; this number represents an average
value which may include the combined effects of
deep ice and the refrozen ice disturbed by the
hot water drilling). Because of the large absorp-
tion length, OM spacings are now similar, actu-
ally larger, than those of proposed water detec-
tors. A typical event triggers 20 OM’s, not 6. Of
8these more than 5 photons are, on average, “not
scattered”. They are referred to as direct photons,
i.e. photons which arrive within time residuals
of [−15; 25]ns relative to the calculated time it
takes for unscattered Cherenkov photons to reach
the OM from the reconstructed muon track. The
choice of residual reflects the present resolution
of our time measurements and allows for delays
of slightly scattered photons. In the end, recon-
struction is therefore as before, although addi-
tional information can be extracted from scat-
tered photons by minimizing a likelihood func-
tion which matches their observed and expected
delays[6].
The method is illustrated with AMANDA-B4
data in Fig. 8, where the measured arrival direc-
tions of background cosmic ray muon tracks, re-
constructed with 5 or more unscattered photons,
are confronted with their known angular distri-
bution. There is an additional cut in Fig. 8 which
requires that the track, reconstructed from tim-
ing information, actually traces the spatial posi-
tions of the OM’s in the trigger. The power of
this cut, especially for events recorded with only
4 strings, is very revealing. In a kilometer-scale
detector, geometrical track reconstruction using
only the positions of triggered OM’s is sufficient
to achieve degree accuracy in zenith angle. We
conclude from Fig. 8 that the agreement between
data and Monte Carlo simulation is adequate.
Less than one in 105 tracks is misreconstructed
as originating below the detector[4].
Visual inspection reveals that the misrecon-
structed tracks are mostly showers, radiated by
muons or initiated by electron neutrinos, which
are misreconstructed as up-going tracks of muon
neutrino origin. They can be readily identified on
the basis of the characteristic nearly isotropic dis-
tribution of the OM amplitudes, and by the fact
that the direct hits occur over a short distance
near the origin of the shower, rather than spread
over a longer muon track.
We have verified the angular resolution of
AMANDA-B4 by reconstructing muon tracks
registered in coincidence with a surface air
shower array SPASE[7]. Figure 9 demonstrates
that the zenith angle distribution of the coin-
cident SPASE-AMANDA cosmic ray beam re-
constructed by the surface array is quantita-
tively reproduced by reconstruction of the muons
in AMANDA.
Monte Carlo simulation, based on the
AMANDA-B4 reconstruction, predicts that
AMANDA-B10 is a 104 m2 detector for TeV
muons, with 2.5 degrees mean angular resolution
per track[6]. The effective area is less for atmo-
spheric neutrinos, but in excess of 0.1 km2 for PeV
neutrinos.
4. CALIBRATION ON ATMOSPHERIC
NEUTRINOS
Because of the novel technique, the collabora-
tion has maintained 3 fully independent Monte
Carlo programs simulating the signals, the detec-
tor medium and the detector itself. They quanti-
tatively reproduce the response of the detector to
cosmic ray muons: the trigger rate and the ampli-
tude and arrival times of Cherenkov photons for
each OM[4]. For reconstruction, 2 independent
routines and 3 neural nets are available.
Understanding the performance of the instru-
ment near threshold requires a detailed calibra-
tion of the detector which is still in progress.
Although is not critical for operating the detec-
tor as a high energy neutrino telescope, it is for
the detection of the flux of atmospheric neutri-
nos which falls sharply with energy. As a first
calibration we have attempted to identify gold-
plated events which are contained in the detector
(within the instrumented volume and within 20◦
of vertical) and which have a track-length in ex-
cess of 100m (Eµ > 20GeV). Calculation of their
rate is straightforward (see Table 3) except for
the evaluation of the efficiency of the cut requir-
ing 6 or more, direct photons with residuals in
the interval [−15,+15]ns. Monte Carlo simula-
tion gives 5%[8]. The narrow, long AMANDA-B4
detector (which constitutes the 4 inner strings of
AMANDA-B10) thus achieves optimal efficiency
for tracks which travel vertically upwards through
the detector. Because of edge effects, the effi-
ciency, which is of course a very strong function
of detector size, is only a few percent after final
cuts, even near the vertical direction. The bot-
tom line is that we expect a few events per year
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Figure 8. Reconstructed zenith angle distribution of muons: data and Monte Carlo. The relative nor-
malization has not been adjusted at any level. The plot demonstrates a rejection of cosmic ray muons at
a level of 10−5 with only 80 OMs.
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Table 3
Predicted atmospheric neutrino rate for events with i) track-length in excess of 100m, ii) contained in
the instrumented volume of the detector, iii) close to vertical direction, and iv) 6 or more direct hits.
The results of AMANDA-B4 are contrasted with the anticipated rate for AMANDA-B10.
• close to vertical
• muon track > 100 m
# µ’s= 375
[
Eµ
20 GeV
]−0.5
(104m2 sr yr)−1
event rate event rate
radius 35 m 144 yr−1 sr−1 > 60 m 424 yr−1 sr−1
∆θ from
vertical
20◦ 70 yr−1 > 45◦ 1046 yr−1
efficiency
(Ndir ≥ 6)
5% 3.5 yr−1 > 10% 105 yr−1
rate found 2 in 6 months > 0.3 per day︸ ︷︷ ︸ ︸ ︷︷ ︸
80 OMs 300 OMs
Table 4
Characteristics of the two events reconstructed as
up-going muons.
Event ID# 4706879 8427905
α [m/ns] 0.19 0.37
Length [m] 295 182
Closest approach [m] 2.53 1.23
θrec[
◦] 14.1 4.6
φrec[
◦] 92.0 348.7
Likelihood/OM 5.9 4.2
OM multiplicity 14 8
String multiplicity 4 2
satisfying the cuts imposed; see Table 3.
We reconstructed 6 months of filtered
AMANDA-B4 events subject to the conditions
that 8 OMs report a signal in a time window of
2 microseconds. The two events, shown in Fig. 10,
satisfy the cuts outlined in Table 3. Their prop-
erties are summarized in Table 4. They have
been used to study the capability of AMANDA
to search for neutrinos resulting from the anni-
hilation of dark matter particles gravitationally
trapped at the center of the earth[8].
We conclude that tracks reconstructed as up-
going are found at a rate consistent with the ex-
pectation that they are induced by atmospheric
neutrinos. The event rates are too low to attempt
a detailed calibration of the technique. The result
is nevertheless encouraging because such events
occur at the rate of about 1 per day in the full
detector; see Table 3. Calibration of the full de-
tector on atmospheric neutrinos should be fea-
sible. This work is in progress and preliminary
results based on 1 month of data are consistent
with the performance of AMANDA as deduced
from the AMANDA-B4 analysis.
5. DATA ANALYSIS
Even with incomplete calibration, the detec-
tor can be operated as a high energy tele-
scope. Events of PeV energy, predicted from such
sources as gamma ray bursts and active galac-
tic nuclei, are less challenging to identify than
threshold atmospheric neutrinos. Our analysis
procedure of the 1997 data collected with the
completed AMANDA detector is sketched in Ta-
ble 5. The 100Hz AMANDA-B10 trigger has gen-
erated a data set of 500 GigaBytes which has been
reduced by a factor 10 by removing muon tracks
that are clearly identified as down-going cosmic
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Figure 9. Zenith angle distributions of cos-
mic rays triggering AMANDA and the sur-
face air shower array SPASE. Reconstruction by
AMANDA of underground muons agrees with the
reconstruction of the air shower direction using
the scintillator array, and with Monte Carlo sim-
ulation. The events are selected requiring signals
on 2 or more strings (left), and 5 or more direct
photons (right).
ray background events. This filtering required
1800 hours of Cray T3E time at NERSC/LBL.
While it filters 65% of the background, a Monte
Carlo estimate is that 80% of the atmospheric
neutrino signal is retained. The filtered data set
of only 500 GigaBytes can be analysed at the col-
laborating home institutions. Special filters also
extracted events with the characteristics of large
electromagnetic showers, events where more than
100 OMs report, events in coincidence with the
SPASE air shower array and the GASP atmo-
spheric Cherenkov telescope, and events within
(−1,+5) minutes of a gamma ray burst. Analy-
sis of all categories of events is in progress.
AMANDA has also been operating as a burst
detector of MeV neutrinos with, for instance, the
capability of detecting galactic supernovae.
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Figure 10. Events reconstructed as up-going sat-
isfying the constrains of Table 3.
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Table 5
Summary of the filtering of the 1997 data col-
lected with the completed detector.
Filter efficiency for atmospheric neutrinos: 80% (Monte Carlo estimate)
Filter efficiency for data:  10%
Other special event categories:
       •  Coincidence events (AMANDA-SPASE, AMANDA-GASP)
       •  High-multiplicity ("big") events
       •  Events coincident with known GRBs, D t in (–1, +5) minutes
       •  Events consistent with high-energy EM cascades
Filter output summary:
     Initial dataset:   500 GB
     Filtered data:      53.5
     Cascade data:    15.9
     SPASE data:       28.2
     "Big" events:       11.9
     GRB data:            2.4
     GASP data:          0.6
     Run logs:              0.01
Filtering completed May 1998
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